MEMO

24th Jan 2014

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
SEMESTER 2 ACADEMIC SESSION 2013/2014

Please be informed that the Industrial Training session tentatively scheduled from 16th Jun to 7th Sept 2014.

The briefing on Intra by school will be held on the first week of second semester 2013/14.

The new InTra Program Coordinator for School of Microelectronic Engineering is as below:

1. Cik Ili Salwani for Microelectronic Eng. RK05 - ilisalwani@unimap.edu.my
2. Pn Norhidayah Saad for Electronic Eng RK86 - hidayahsaad@unimap.edu.my
3. Dr Ong Siok Lan for Photonic Eng. RK89 - slong@unimap.edu.my

Students can communicate with the respective “Intra Program Coordinator” for the industrial training matter.

Please always login to the portal for further information about industrial training. The path for accessing: Lecture notes->School of Microelectronic->Semester 2 Sidang Akademik 2013/2014-> EIT300 and EIT302

Steven Taniselass
Industrial Networking and Quality Management Coordinator,
School of Microelectronic Engineering,
Office: 04-9885507